ASYMMETRIC RESILIENT CYBERSECURITY

Model-driven Situational
Awareness (TAGS)
CHALLENGE
Taking a cyber action can only be done based on
observations. However, the things we are observing
are at such a low level, that there are many levels of
abstraction between observations and decisions. The
metrics that result from Topological Analysis of Graphs
(TAGs) bridge this gap. TAGs consumes low-level data
and makes abstractions that allow users to discover midlevel features. Data is assimilated in real-time to provide
a higher-level state awareness that supports decision
making for automated or human systems.

The methods developed in TAGs have
been used, without any training, to
discover anomalous behaviors including:
port scans, remote buffer overflow,
exfiltration, worm propagation, and
unauthorized Bit Torrent traffic.

APPROACH
Many situational awareness tools focus on assimilating
the lowest level data such as log files and network flow to
provide summary and statistical summary information.
The family of methods created by TAGs uses higherlevel structures based on data shape and system behavior
as the basis for new higher-level measures for a more
robust view of network posture.
TAGs looks at situational awareness from a different
perspective, with the ability to operate on many different
types of network data including: network flow, firewall
logs, and user login records. The approach uses a variety
of graph and topological techniques to generate realtime measures and test these measures in environments
where cyber conflict is happening. These measures can
then be relayed to actuators in order to inform potential
actions to be taken during cyber conflict.

TAGs structures and algorithms provide transparent
robust algorithms for multiple data types to provide
system awareness for decision support.
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Persistent Homology Pipeline
Persistent homology
is one of three major
techniques in the
TAGs approach, along
with Hodge theory
and label distribution
in graphs.

sudden deviations provide a user with knowledge of
abnormal flow behavior.

METHODOLOGY
There are three major techniques in our approach:
persistent homology, Hodge theory, and label
distributions in graphs.
1. In persistent homology, behavioral and shape-based
features of point clouds built from a variety of
data sources are identified. Those which “persist”
across different scalar resolutions are deemed more
representative of the data, while those which occur
only at a few levels of resolution are more likely to
be noise. We compare these persistent features over
time to discover when network behavior deviates
from a baseline. The baseline is tracked over time,
requiring no up-front training of the method.
2. While topological persistence is focused on data
shape, Hodge theory was developed to understand
the structure of flow through a system. In any flow,
some nodes emerge as sources (those that send a
lot of data) and some as sinks (those that receive
data). Rather than each node being in one group or
another, Hodge theory constructs a ranked list of
entities. Over time the ranking may evolve, but high
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3. Graphs built from network data can be considered
labeled in a variety of ways – e.g., network flow
protocol, blocked or allowed firewall traffic – and
these labels may be disregarded when graph
measures are calculated. In TAGs we have built
novel local and global label distribution measures to
augment our understanding of system state. These
measures, built upon the concept of entropy in
probability theory, allow us to discover when nodes
change behavior.

IMPACT
The gap between cyber observations and decisions is
large, with many levels of abstraction between. TAGs
bridges that gap by consuming low-level data and
making abstractions that allow users to discover midlevel features that can be used as a basis for measures
that happen at a higher level and can more directly
affect decision-making. Specific applications include:
» Critical infrastructure. In an environment where
there is a constant flood of data, TAGs enables
operators to make this information actionable during
contested or normal operations.
» Front line responders. The TAGs approach helps
front line responders to quickly identify changes in
their system.
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